
The History of Sound at the Movies 

The Beginning of Sound 

Thomas A. Edison invented ________________________________ in 1877 that influenced moving pictures.  

Edison worked with Dickson to create a movie viewing machine called the _____________________________ that 

would allow for picture and sound to be seen and heard together.  

The biggest problems that the pioneers of cinema faced with sound were 

   

   

   

Setting the Silent Stage 

True OR False:  Silent films were always silent.  

Large movie houses employed ______________________________ to add music and sound effects to films.  

Inventors worked on imprinting sound __________________________________, rather than a separate sound 

recording.  

The Tri-Ergon process solved most issues with adding sound to film, except____________________________. 

_____________________________ was the inventor that solved this last issue with his invention of the 

___________________________________ in 1906, and in 1919 brought this application to the movies.  

How many theaters used the De Forest system for sound by 1924? _________________ 

How many films were made for this process in just 4 years? ____________________ 

Vitaphone:  Sound – on -- _________________  

Vitaphone Corporation was started by which movie studio in 1926? 

Its purpose was not to create talking pictures, but rather____________________________________________ 

On August 6, 1926 which film was premiered? _____________________________________ 

The popularity and success even dubbed it “The Eighth_________________________________________________” 

What are some reasons Hollywood refused to embrace sound in the movies? 

   

   

   

The purpose of the Big Five Agreement was to ____________________________________________________________. 

Warner Bros. began production on this film, ___________________________________, which would cement sound in 

the movies.  

___________________________, the actor, added improvisation and singing to the film.    

__________________ Corporation adapted the Tri-Ergon Process to _________________ reels and called it MovieTone.  

By the end of 1927 – Sound was here to ________________________________.  



 

The Conversion to Sound 

Warner Bros. studio make the first 100% “All-talking picture”: __________________________________ in 1928.  

In 1929, _____________ % of films made in Hollywood were made with some kind of sound.  

 ________________ - with all dialogue 

 ________________ - mixed dialogue and title cards 

 ________________ - with musical accompaniment and sound effects 

 ________________ - silent films  

How much did sound conversion cost movie studios?  

Because of the success of talking pictures, Hollywood was able to survive the first wave of 

__________________________________________________________________________________________.  

What was the next threat of sound in the movies? 

 

Television & Multi-Channel Sound 

When was the The Golden Age of Hollywood or The Studio Era? 

Sound led to which genres of film? _____________________________________________________________________ 

In 1948, a court case ended what? _____________________________________________________________________ 

Why did movie theater attendance drop by 50% between 1946-1955? 

What was the first film released with a multi-channel sound format? 

Cinerama used a huge screen and how many sound channels?__________ 

______________________________ company became synonymous with movie theater sound, and again revolutionized 

the industry. 

 

Dolby & Modern Sound 

The Academy Curve got rid of which sound problem? 

Dolby A was introduced in ___________________________, and quickly became the standard in the recording industry.  

Kubrick’s film, __________________________________________, was the first film to use this type of technology.  

Where’s the best place to sit in a theater for optimum sound? 

Dolby Stereo was first used in the film ______________________________________________________________ 

George Lucas got in on the sound business with his ________________________________ system, a quality check 

system.  

The famous sound effect is nicknamed: _______________________________________________________________ 

Spielberg says sound is ______________________________of the picture.  

 


